
CUSTOMER ANNOUNCEMENT
VSS Announces New Companies: 
LOGIC Solutions Group & Information Insights

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

VSS, a leading IBM Premier Business Partner and acknowledged information technology leader, is pleased to officially announce 

the formation of LOGIC Solutions Group (“LOGIC”) and the acquisition of Information Insights.  

The formation of LOGIC includes seasoned personnel from VSS, combined with industry professionals from other global tier 1 

software and consulting companies. LOGIC is focused on delivering strategic consulting and enterprise business solutions 

enabled by industry leading software solutions and methodologies. As LOGIC is welcomed into the VSS group of companies, 

it is believed that their combined experience and deep industry expertise will provide true value to VSS clients. LOGIC serves 

as a trusted advisor enabling VSS clients to achieve their business objectives and obtain real results.

Acquired by VSS in 2010, Information Insights is a software solutions provider focused on helping companies improve enterprise 

data management. With deep technical expertise and complex data experience, Information Insights delivers end-to-end 

solutions and services including significant experience in the legacy application space. Today in 2012, Information Insights has 

become a brand in Data Quality, Data Lifecycle and Data Security.

As part of VSS’ continuing expansion, the formation of LOGIC and the acquisition of Information Insights enhances the enterprise 

business solutions that VSS offers to clients. The VSS Companies now have the capabilities to address a wider span of enterprise 

requirements that enable delivery of the following solutions: 

— Datacenter Optimization    — Mobile Solutions

— Strategic Consulting     — Business Process Assessment

— Collaborative Business Solutions   — Cloud Computing

— Information Data Management   — Enterprise Security

ABOUT VSS

Established in 1990, VSS is an IBM Premier Business Partner servicing over 500 clients across the United States. VSS is an end-to-end 

technology solutions provider focused on optimizing datacenter operations for our clients. Our team delivers the very best in 

innovation and value through our partnerships with industry leaders such as IBM and VMware. VSS owns LOGIC Solutions Group 

(www.LOGICsolutionsgroup.com) and Information Insights (www.infoinsightsllc.com). More information on VSS is available at 

www.thinkVSS.com.
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